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the trailrunner gtx is arguably the most comfortable trail running shoe for any distance thanks to a supple mesh upper with a tapered toe box and the inov-8s classic no-sew
flywire. inov-8s maximum lacing system is designed to provide the most support for runners of all sizes and shapes. the trailrunner gtx is the first allbirds trail shoe, but the

next is already on the way. the trailracer gtx is an evolution of the trailrunner, and features many of the same outsole and midsole technologies, but comes in a sleeker,
more modern-looking design. the trailracer gtx also features a mesh upper with flywire for additional comfort, and comes in three different colourways, including a new black-

and-white version, and a womens-specific version. the trailracer gtx has a soft, lightweight upper that is both breathable and lightweight, thanks to the use of recycled and
recyclable materials. the sole unit is designed to provide maximum traction on a variety of surfaces, and is made with soft rubber to offer maximum comfort. and for the first
time, the trailracer gtx also comes with a removable insole that can be easily replaced with a custom orthotics insert. in our opinion the best footwear for trail running is the
saucony peregrine 12 st. it is very versatile and well suited to both rocky and muddy trails. thats partly because the sole is made from an open mesh that leaves plenty of

room for the foot to breathe. we found the sauconys ventilation much better than those of the other shoes in our test, and the studs underfoot provided a very secure grip on
wet rocks. the shoe is also very comfortable, with a soft upper to the tongue and forefoot that doesnt feel too tight, and a light, flexible midsole that dampens impacts.
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theres also a much more traditional model, the peregrine z (opens in new tab)which is ideal for
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use on the road or on well-groomed trails, but also surprisingly tough enough to handle the
toughest terrain. the traction design on the sole should also make it easy to get a good grip in
muddy conditions. the peregrine z (opens in new tab)is a good all-rounder trail shoe that will

take you over the roughest surfaces. however, the sole plate isnt particularly flexible and
although it has decent traction, theres not much to keep the foot in place when youre running

downhill. overall, the sense ride 5 is an excellent trail running shoe. its comfortable, stable, and
grippy, and the combination of the midfoot gelcore midsole and the outsole studs make it ideal

for running in all conditions, including snow. however, it also has a slightly higher top of the
range price than its more modestly priced siblings, so it wont suit every trail runner. but if you
want a shoe that will get you across the dirtiest, muddiest trails without a problem, the sense

ride 5 is a strong, reliable shoe. the peregrine 9 is designed to help you run through wet and dry
mud with a traditional trail running shoe, providing grip and comfort, and a soft ride. its also

lightweight, with a minimal profile, which makes it suitable for high intensity trail running. the
peregrine 9 gobi is a running shoe for muddy conditions. its designed to help you run through

wet and dry mud with a traditional trail running shoe, providing grip and comfort, and a soft ride.
its also lightweight, with a minimal profile, which makes it suitable for high intensity trail

running. 5ec8ef588b
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